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AbstractÐThe goal of the fault diagnosis agreement (FDA) problem is to make

each fault-free processor detect/locate a common set of faulty processors. The

problem is examined on processors with mixed fault model (also referred to as

hybrid fault model). An evidence-based fault diagnosis protocol is proposed to

solve the FDA problem. The proposed protocol first collects the messages which

have accumulated in the Byzantine agreement protocol as the evidence. By

examining the collected evidence, a fault-free processor can detect/locate which

processor is faulty. Then, the network can be reconfigured by removing the

detected faulty processors and the links connected to these processors from the

network. The proposed protocol can detect/locate the maximum number of faulty

processors to solve the FDA problem.

Index TermsÐByzantine agreement, fault diagnosis agreement, fault-tolerant

distributed system, hybrid fault model, mixed fault model.

æ

1 INTRODUCTION

IN order to maintain the performance and integrity of a distributed
system, fault diagnosis models have been proposed to detect/
locate faulty processors. Under a distributed environment, two
fault diagnosis models, namely nonagreement [1], [23], [25], [32],
[36] and agreement [33], have been presented to identify faulty
processors. With the nonagreement fault diagnosis model, one or
more processors can detect the faulty processors, but the detection
results of one may not agree with those of the others. Conversely,
the detection results of every fault-free processor eventually agree
with those of the others when the fault diagnosis agreement model
is used. In a highly reliable system, such as flight control system
[34], each fault-free processor should have a common agreed upon
a set of faulty processors in the system. After the set of faulty
processors is detected/located by all the fault-free processors, the
system can be reconfigured (eliminate the detected faulty
processors) to make the system's state safe. Therefore, an
agreement approach is more useful than a nonagreement approach
for fault diagnosis in a highly reliable fault-tolerant distributed
system. For this reason, the fault diagnosis agreement (FDA) problem
[33] is considered in this paper. The protocol designed for the FDA
problem should make each fault-free processor detect/locate a
common set of faulty processors, and it must also satisfy the
following conditions:

Consensus: All the fault-free processors identify the common set of

faulty processors. In other words, the number of faulty

processors and the identifiers of these faulty processors are

identical with respect to each fault-free processor; and

Fairness: No fault-free processor is falsely detected as faulty by any

fault-free processors.

The FDA problem is considered in a network model with the

following properties:

1. The underlying network topology does not have to be fully
connected.

2. More than one fault type can exist on the processors (also
referred to as mixed fault model or hybrid fault model [6], [13],
[18], [31]). According to the symptoms of faults, there are
two broad classes of faults, called dormant and arbitrary
faults, classified by Meyer and Pradhan [18]. A dormant
fault reflects the case where the fault consists merely of
omission of messages or delay in sending or relaying
messages while an arbitrary fault can exhibit arbitrarily
behavior.

3. The relative processor speeds and communication delays
are finite and bounded, i.e., a synchronous network [10], [30]
is considered.

For such a network model, we propose a protocol, called

FDAMIX, for solving the FDA problem. FDAMIX is an evidence-

based fault diagnosis approach [25]. FDAMIX first collects the

messages which have accumulated in a Byzantine agreement (BA)

protocol as evidence1 and then detects/locates the common set of

faulty processors by examining the collected evidence. The BA

problem [8], [9], [12], [20], [17], [19] is one of the most important

problems for designing a fault-tolerant distributed system. The

goal of the BA protocol is to make each fault-free processor reach a

common agreement in a general network. Most of the applications

of a distributed system, such as clock synchronization and system

reconfiguration [2], require that agreement be reached among all

the fault-free processors prior to executing the cooperating tasks.

Therefore, a BA protocol can be treated as the building block

(primitive component) or prestep for distributed applications. To

influence the system operations, the symptoms of a faulty

processor may eventually appear in the collected messages during

execution of the BA protocol. Thus, these symptoms can be used to

detect/locate faulty processors.
Traditionally, most of the fault diagnosis protocols, either test-

based approaches [15], [16], [22] or evidence-based approaches [4], [23],

[25], have been designed with single fault type only. In a test-based

approach, when a processor P tests a processor Q, the result of the

test can absolutely specify the healthy condition of Q (whether fault-

free or faulty). However, arbitrary faults can hide their faulty

behavior and pass the test by other fault-free processors [25]; thus,

test-based approaches are not suitable for arbitrary fault. The main

goal of an evidence-based fault diagnosis approach is to handle

arbitrary faults. Shin and Ramanathan [25] proposed an evidence-

based protocol to detect faulty processors. In their protocol, all

faults are treated as arbitrary faults. This treatment ignores the fact

that faulty behaviors of dormant faults are more easily detectable

than those of arbitrary faults. Thus, based on the discussion of the

mixed fault model [13], [18], [27], [28], [31], this protocol is unable

to detect the maximum number of faulty processors if dormant

faults existed. Also, this protocol is a nonagreement approach.
In an asynchronous distributed system, in which message

transmission times and relative processor speeds are both

unbounded, Chandra and Toueg [5] proposed failure detectors

for crash fault on processors. This is an important result since most

of the previous research of fault diagnosis focused on synchronous

network. However, the mixed fault model has not be solved in this

solution. In this paper, synchronous network is considered.
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As for the agreement approach for fault diagnosis, Wang et al.

[33] proposed a test-based protocol to detect the arbitrary faults.

Similarly to of [13], [18], [27], [28], [31], this protocol is unable to

detect the maximum number of faulty processors if the mixed fault

model is considered.
Table 1 lists the differences among previous protocols and the

proposed protocol. To summarize the above discussion, no

existing fault diagnosis protocol can solve the FDA problem with

hybrid fault model such as the one shown in Fig. 1. In this paper,

we provide such a solution.

2 THE SYSTEM MODEL

The FDA problem is considered for a synchronous network in which

the bounds on processing and the communication delays of fault-

free components are finite [10], [30]. The notations are summarized

below:

. N : the set of all processors, the processor's identifier is
unique, and jN j � n.

. T : the Transmitter of a BA protocol.

. V : the set of all possible values of a BA protocol.

. vt: the initial value of T to be broadcast to all other
processors, and vt 2 V .

. Pa: the number of processors subjected to an arbitrary
fault.

. Pd: the number of processors subjected to a dormant fault.

. c: the connectivity of the underlying network. Following the
Menger theorem [7], at least c disjoint paths exist between
any pairs of processors S and R if the connectivity of the

network is c. For any two paths, the only common
components are S and R.

Since the detected results among the fault-free processors
should be common, the constraints on failures for the FDA

problem should follow those of the BA problem. Based on the
constraints on failures for the BA problem stated in [27], [28], the

FDA problem can be solved if:

(CF1) n > 3Pa � Pd and

(CF2) c > 2Pa � Pd.
The first constraint specifies the total number of processors

required. After the influence of the dormant faults is removed the
fault detection agreement can be reached if nÿ Pd > 3Pa, namely

n > 3Pa � Pd [27]. On the other hand, the second constraint
specifies the required connectivity. In order to decide whether a
processor has sent out its message, the total number of arbitrary
faults must be less than half of cÿ Pd (after removing the influence
of dormant faults), namely c > 2Pa � Pd. Based on these two

constraints, namely CF1 and CF2, the maximum number of
detectable/locatable faulty processors by FDAMIX is Pa � Pd.

3 CONCEPT AND APPROACHES

To solve the fault diagnosis agreement (FDA) problem, the
proposed protocol, called FDAMIX, first collects the received

messages in the BA protocol GPBA [27], designed for mixed fault
model, as evidence, and examines this evidence to detect/locate
faulty processors. Hence, the GPBA protocol will be described first
and then the approaches used by FDAMIX will be presented in the
following subsection.

3.1 The GPBA Protocol

The GPBA protocol can solve the BA problem when the constraints

on failures, namely n > 3Pa � Pd and c > 2Pa � Pd, hold. In the BA

problem, let processor T be the transmitter and vt be the initial
value of T to be broadcast to all other processors. vt belongs to a
finite set, V , of possible values. After execution of GPBA, the
common value of the fault-free processors shall be the value

defined in the following conditions:

Agreement: All fault-free processors agree on the same common

value v.

Validity: If the transmitter is fault-free, then the common value v

should be the initial value vt of the source, i.e., v � vt.
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The Different Assumptions among the Previous Work and the Proposal Protocol on the Fault Diagnosis Problem

*: asynchronous network is considered.

Fig. 1. A network with eight processors and five connectivity.



GPBA uses b�nÿ 1�=3c � 1 message exchange rounds to collect
the messages for computing the common value. Fig. 2 illustrates
the messages which have accumulated in GPBA, stored in an
Information Gathering tree (IG-tree) [3], [27], of level b�nÿ 1�=3c � 1,
of a fault-free processor, say H, in the network shown in Fig. 1. The
messages which have accumulated in the other fault-free proces-
sors are similar. The IG-tree shown in Fig. 2 is constructed and
labeled as follows: After the first message exchange round,
processor H stores the message ª0º received from transmitter T ,
denoted as val�T � � 0, at the root T of its IG-tree. In the second
round, each processor broadcasts the root's value of its IG-tree to
all the processors. If processor B sends a message val�T �
(val�T � � 1) to processor H, then H will store the message received
from B, denoted as val�TB� � 1, at vertex TB of its IG-tree. Vertex
TB is said to correspond to processor B. The processes of the third
round are similar to the second round. Note that each level of an
IG-tree contains a round of received messages and each vertex is
labeled by a nonrepeating sequence of processor identifiers.
Because the label of an IG-tree is nonrepeating, the root (labeled
by the transmitter) has nÿ 1 children and a vertex at the tth level
has nÿ t leaves, as shown in Fig. 2.

In Fig. 2, suppose that the dormant faulty processors C and F
do not send any messages during the entire execution of GPBA. To
remove the influence of processors C and F , the absent rule uses
the values A and RA1 to replace the messages received, directly or
indirectly, from C and F as shown in Fig. 2. With the messages
which have accumulated in GPBA, FDAMIX can be derived and is
proposed in the next subsection.

3.2 Concept and Approaches of FDAMIX

FDAMIX examines the messages which have accumulated from
GPBA for detecting/locating faulty processors. In each round of
GPBA, a processor should broadcast its received messages.
Therefore, a processor can be detected/located as faulty by using
the following evidence: 1) It did not send out its messages; 2) it sent
an illegal message to the other processors; or 3) it sent different
messages to different processors. Using this evidence, we propose
two rules, namely the local fault detection/location rule LR and the
global fault detection/location rule GR, to identify the faulty
processors. We distinguish between local detection/location, which
describes the detection of a single processor by examining the
locally collected messages, and global detection/location, in which all
the fault-free processors have detected/located a common set of
faulty processors. With these two rules, FDAMIX consists of

1. the Message-collection,

2. Agreed-on,
3. Fault-diagnose, and
4. Reconfiguration steps,

used to detect/locate the faulty processors. The main functions of

these steps are shown in Fig. 3.
FDAMIX is illustrated by means of an example, executed on

processor H in the network shown in Fig. 1, that uses the messages

which have accumulated in GPBA, as shown in Fig. 2. The same

procedure is executed by each processor. When FDAMIX is

finished, all the fault-free processors agree on a common set of

faulty processors fT;C; Fg and do not falsely detect any fault-free

processors as faulty, i.e., the conditions of Consensus and Fairness of

the FDA problem are both satisfied. Hence, FDAMIX does solve

the FDA problem.

3.2.1 Step 1: The Message-Collection Step

. Collect the messages which have accumulated in GPBA as
evidence

The goal of the Message-collection step is to collect the

messages which have accumulated in GPBA and to use the

collected messages as evidence for detecting/locating

faulty processors. Following the example of GPBA,

processor H collects the IG-tree, the messages which have

accumulated in GPBA, shown in Fig. 2, as evidence.
. Reach the set of local detected/located faults LDFH .

To influence the execution of GPBA, a faulty processor

may exhibit faulty behavior by sending unhealthy mes-

sages to other processors during the message exchange

phase of GPBA.2 Therefore, a fault-free processor can

detect/locate faulty processors by examining the messages

collected from GPBA (the evidence). Using the following

local fault detection/location rule LR, the fault-free processor

H can detect whether processor Q is faulty.

The Local Fault Detection/Location Rule LR. Let H be a fault-

free processor. H can identify the faulty processor Q if:

LR1: H receives the value A from Q (no message received from Q);

or

LR2: H receives a message m sent by Q and the number of received

copies of m (by FTVC) is not greater than �cÿNULL�=2, where

NULL is the number of copies of null message received by H;

or

LR3: H receives a message m sent by Q and m 62 V fRAig, where

1 � i < b�nÿ 1�=3c.
The conditions LR1, LR2, and LR3 identify that the faulty

processor Q has not sent out its message to H, sent inconsistent

messages from different paths to H, or sent an illegal message to

H, respectively. By LR1, processor H can detect/locate the faulty

processors C and F because the value A is stored in the vertices

TC and TF in the second level of the IG-tree of Fig. 2 (i.e., H does

not receive any messages from C and F ). The processor identifiers

of C and F are added to the set of local detected/located faults LDFH
(the subscript is omitted when no confusion will arise), i.e.,

LFDH � LFDH [ fC; Fg. The messages received from the pro-

cessors included in LDFH will be ignored in the subsequent steps

of FDAMIX. This means that the faulty processors C and F are

treated as absentees (no further influence on processor H). At the

end of the Message-collection step, an IG-tree, shown in Fig. 2, and

LFDH are passed to the Agreed-on step.
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2. In GPBA, a fault-free processor uses FTVC to send c copies of its
messages through c disjoint paths to other processors [27].

Fig. 2. The messages which have accumulated in GPBA for processor H in Fig. 1.



3.2.2 Step 2: The Agreed-On Step

. Execute n copies of GPBA.

In order to make each fault-free processor obtain a

common set of detected faulty processors, each processor

should exchange the messages collected in the Messages-

collection step with every other processor. Thus, at the

Agreed-on step, each processor executes GPBA with its

IG-tree as the initial value (n copies of GPBA are executed

totally). To remove contamination due to detected faulty

processors (included in LFDH ), the received messages

from processors C and F are ignored during execution of

the Agreed-on step. This means that H uses value A to

replace the messages received from C and F as shown in

the IG-treeC and IG-treeF of Fig. 4.
. Reach the common set of IG-trees IG.

After these GPBA protocols are executed, the set of IG-

trees IG � �IG-treeT ; IG-treeB; . . . ; IG-treeH �, as shown in

Fig. 4, can be obtained by the fault-free processor H, where

IG-treei corresponds to the IG-tree broadcast by

processor I. By the agreement and validity conditions of

the BA problem stated in Section 2, the set of IG-trees IG

obtained by the fault-free processors are common (each

fault-free processor has the same IG as shown in Fig. 4).

Then, IG and LFDH are passed to the Fault-diagnosis step.

3.2.3 Step 3: The Fault-Diagnosis Step

. Apply the global fault detection/location rules GR to IG.

The goal of this step is to make each fault-free processor

obtain a common set of faulty processors. The fault-free

processor H applies the global fault detection/location rule

GR to IG to globally detect/locate faulty processors. By

means of a top-down and level-by-level sequence, GR

examines the values stored in the same labeled vertices �

(� �Q, the vertices correspond to processor Q) of IG to

detect whether Q is faulty. Formally, GR can be defined as

follows:

The Global Fault Detection/Location Rule GR. Let H be a
fault-free processor. H can detect processor Q as faulty if:

GR1: the most common value stored in all � of IG is A; or

GR2: the number of the most common value stored in all � (� �Q)
of IG is not greater than nÿ �nA � b�nÿ nA ÿ 1�=3c�, where nA
is the number of value A stored in all �.

Semantically, condition GR1 identifies that processor Q has not
sent out its message to major number of fault-free processors,
while GR2 identifies that Q has sent sufficiently different messages
to different processors. According to the constraint on processors,
namely n > 3Pa � Pd, more than nÿ �nA � b�nÿ nA ÿ 1�=3c� fault-
free processors should receive the identical message sent by
processor Q if Q is fault-free (nA processors do not send out their
messages); otherwise, Q can be globally detected/located as faulty
by GR2 (Q does send sufficiently different messages to different
processors).

Examining this in a top-down and level-by-level se-
quence, GR first examines the values stored in vertices T

of IG as shown in Fig. 4. The value stored in vertices T

of IG-treeT is 1, that of IG-treeB is 1, that of IG-treeC is
A, . . . , and that of IG-treeH is 0, as shown in the first
level of the IG-trees of IG in Fig. 4. In other words, the
global values stored in vertices T of all the processors' IG-
trees examined by GR are �1; 1;A; 1; 1;A; 0; 0�. Using GR2,
therefore, processor T can be globally detected/located as
faulty because the number of the most common value ª1º
stored in vertices T is 4, which does not exceed 5
(� nÿ �nA � b�nÿ nA ÿ 1�=3c� � 8ÿ �2� b�8ÿ 2ÿ 1�=3c�, where
nA is 2). Next, GR examines the values stored in all the vertices
labeled TB at the second level of all the IG-trees shown in Fig. 4.
The corresponding e ight va lues s tored in TB are
�1; 1;A; 1; 1;A; 1; 1� and the number of the most common value
ª1º of TB is 6, so neither GR1 nor GR2 is satisfied. Hence, the fault-
free processor B will not be falsely detected as faulty by
processor H. Similarly, GR examines the values stored in
vertices TC, namely �A;A;A;A;A;A;A;A�. By GR1, processor H
can globally detect/locate that the processor C is in fault.3 This
procedure continually examines the values stored in all the vertices
of IG until all the vertices at the last level are examined by GR.
After this procedure is finished, the faulty processors T , C, and F

have been detected/located by processor H.

. Reach the common set of global detected/located fault
GFDH .

When the faulty processors T , C, and F are globally

detected/located by fault-free processor H, the identifiers

of these faulty processors are added to the set of global

detected faults GFDH (the subscript is omitted when no

confusion will arise), i.e., GFDH � GFDH [ fT;C; Fg.
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where it is located. The fault type is irrelevant and processor C's fault type
can even be treated as dormant.
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3.2.4 Step 4: The Reconfigured Step

After the processor H obtains the set of faulty processors fT;C; Fg,
the configuration of the network can be reconstructed by
eliminating the processors T , C, and F , and the links connected
to these faulty processors can also be eliminated, as shown in Fig. 5.

Finally, set LFDH � LFDH ÿGFDH and GFDH � fg. Since
Transmitter T is globally detected as faulty, a leader election protocol

[11], [26] should be executed by the fault-free processors to elect a

new Transmitter.

4 ANALYSIS AND EVALUATION

FDAMIX is an evidence-based fault diagnosis protocol which not

only detects faulty processors that can be subjected to mixed faults,
but also makes each fault-free processor obtain a common set of
faulty processors. The following primitives are used to construct

FDAMIX.

. COLLECT MESSAGE�m;Q�: Collect message m sent by
processor Q.

. CREATE�Q; v�: Create the vertex Q and set val�Q� � v.

. UNFOLD�m; r�: According to the structure of the rth level
of IG-tree, unfold the message m.

. LR���: Apply the local fault detection rules LR to the
vertex � of IC-tree.

. GR���: Apply the global fault detection rules GR to the
vertex � of the set of IC-trees.

. GPBA�T; vt�: The transmitter T starts the GPBA protocol
with the initial value vt.

. ELIMINATE�Q�: Eliminate processor Q and the links
connected to Q from the network.

Using the above primitives, the formal presentation of FDAMIX
can be stated as follows:

Protocol FDAMIX (for each processor P )

begin
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/* Step 1: Message-Collection Step */

COLLECT MESSAGE�m;T �;
CREATE�T;m�;
LR�T �;
for r � 2 to b�nÿ 1�=3c � 1 do

begin

for each Q 2 N do

begin

COLLECT MESSAGE�m;Q�;
UNFOLD�m; r�;
for each � 2 m do

begin

v � val���;
CREATE��Q; v�;
LR��Q�;

end

end;

/* Step 2: Agreed-On Step */

/* n copies of GPBA are executed in parallel */

for each Q 2 N do PARALLEL

GPBA�Q; IG-treeQ�;
/* The common set of IG-trees is obtained */

set IG � �IG-tree1; . . . ; IG-treeQ; . . . ; IG-treen�;

/* Step 3: Fault-Diagnose Step */

for each vertex � 2 IG-tree do

GR���;

/* Step 4: Reconfiguration Step */

for each Q 2 GFDp do

ELIMINATE�Q�;
set N � N ÿGFDp;

set LFDp � LFDp ÿGFDp;

set GFDp � fg;
end.

4.1 Correctness

The goal of FDAMIX is to solve the FDA problem; hence, FDAMIX

can be proven from the fact that the set of global detected/located

faulty processors satisfies the conditions of consensus and fairness

stated in Section 1. The basic concept for proving the correctness of

FDAMIX is as follows: Following GPBA, Lemma 1 shows that the

common set of IG-trees IG can be reached among each fault-free

processor. Using LR and GR, a fault-free processor does not treat

other fault-free processors as faulty; thus, FDAMIX satisfies the

fairness condition as stated in Lemma 2. Lemma 3 shows that each

fault-free processor can globally detect/locate a faulty processor R

by using FDAMIX if R has not sent out its messages, sent an illegal

message to all processors, and/or sent different messages to

different processors, i.e., the consensus condition is proven to be

satisfied. Both consensus and fairness conditions are satisfied;
thus, FDAMIX does solve the FDA problem as stated in Theorem 1.
For space considerations, we omit all detailed proofs.

Lemma 1. After the Agreed-on step, each fault-free processor obtains a
common set of IG-trees IG if n > 3Pa � Pd and c > 2Pa � Pd.

Lemma 2. FDAMIX satisfies the fairness condition if n > 3Pa � Pd and
c > 2Pa � Pd.

Lemma 3. FDAMIX satisfies the consensus condition if n > 3Pa � Pd
and c > 2Pa � Pd.

Theorem 1. FDAMIX does solve the FDA problem if n > 3Pa � Pd and
c > 2Pa � Pd.

The complexity of FDAMIX is defined in terms of 1) the number
of messages required and 2) the number of detectable faulty
processors. The following lemma and theorems state that FDAMIX
uses O�cn2 � tcn3� messages to solve the FDA problem and that
FDAMIX can detect/locate the maximum number of faulty
processors as stated in Theorem 2.

Lemma 4. FDAMIX solves the FDA problem by using O�cn2 � tcn3�
messages.

Theorem 2. The total number of detectable/locatable faulty processors by

FDAMIX, namely Pa � Pd, is maximum if n > 3Pa � Pd and
c > 2Pa � Pd.

5 CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION

An evidence-based fault diagnosis protocol FDAMIX has been
proposed to solve the FDA problem with mixed fault model on
processors. FDAMIX collects the messages which have accumu-
lated in a BA protocol (GPBA) as evidence for detecting/locating
faulty processors. FDAMIX can make each fault-free processor
obtain a common set of faulty processors. It can detect/locate the
maximum number of tolerable faulty processors as stated in
Theorem 3.

Shin and Ramanathan [25] proved that no fault diagnosis
protocol for arbitrary faults is completeÐall arbitrary faults can be
detected. Following this property, FDAMIX is not complete. For
example, an arbitrary faulty processor Q always sends different
messages to different processors, but b�nÿ Pd ÿ 1�=3c copies of
these messages are identical. By LR and GR, Q cannot be globally
detected as faulty because insufficient evidence can be obtained to
accuse Q. However, FDAMIX still satisfies the consensus and
fairness conditions as stated in Theorem 1. Since the time of fault
occurrence is unpredictable, a faulty processor Q can exhibit faulty
behavior during the message exchanging of the Agreed-on step.
However, the faulty behaviors of Q in the Agreed-on step do not
effect the FDAMIX to solve the FDA problem. When Q is a
dormant fault, the messages received from Q are replaced by
value A and value A is ignored in the Fault-diagnosis step. Thus,
the contamination of Q can be removed and the common set of
faulty processors can be detected/located in the Fault-diagnosis
step. If Q has an arbitrary fault, it may send different IG-treeQ to
different processors in the Agreed-on step. However, Q cannot
influence the IG-trees sent by faulty-free processors and a fault-free
processor sends its IG-tree to all the processors. By the definition of
the Agreement condition of the BA problem, each fault-free
processor can obtain a common set of IG-trees IG after the
Agreed-on step is executed as stated in Lemma 1. Using GR, the
common set of faulty processors can be reached by each fault-free
processor in the Fault-diagnosis step as shown in Fig. 4.

Since FDAMIX is designed for processor failures only, link

failures [21], [24], [26], [34], [35] are treated as processor faults.

Because the link diagnosis is important in a distributed system
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[14], [21], [26], [34], [35], our future work will extend FDAMIX to

handle the case where both processors and links are subjected to

mixed faults.
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